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Cloudsourcing Service Outages
1 December 2005 to 30 September 2011

No.
Date
Provider
Description and References
	1
2005 Dec 
Salesforce (SaaS)
A business day's outage, followed by intermittent outages;  but said to be not uncommon;  complaints in the blogosphere forced an apology  (Gilbert 2005, 2006a, 2006b)
	2
2006 Feb-Apr
Salesforce (SaaS)
8 incidents of less than 10 minutes during February;  in March, when a server failed, auto-recovery malfunctioned;  in April, "performance degradation and intermittent availability" due to cache overload (Barker 2006, Lombardi 2006)
	3
2007 Oct
Amazon EC2 (IaaS)
[began some time in 2006?]
“A software deployment caused our management software to erroneously terminate a small number of user’s instances".  Some data was reported to be completely lost;  OTOH, the service was still in beta (Miller 2007a)
	4
2007 Nov
Rackspace (IaaS)
3 hours of downtime at the Dallas facility resulted from a vehicle accident damaging a transformer, resulting in a loss of power.  The second arose because some of the air-conditioning did not come back up, resulting in over-heating (Ha 2007, Miller 2007b)
	5
2008 Feb
Amazon EC2/S3 (IaaS)
[spent until the end of 2007 as a beta version?]
According to Amazon, "one of our three geographic locations was unreachable for approximately two hours".  "Hardest hit by the outage was the crowd of "web 2.0" startups that lean on hosted storage to keep costs down ... [but also] the New York Times, which uses S3 to store articles from its historical archives".  Complaints about "the lack of an official explanation from Amazon (as usual)". In July, Amazon said the outage was "due to elevated numbers of authentication requests" and "there was no data loss" (Modine 2008, Ha 2008)
	6
2008 Apr
Amazon EC2/S3 (IaaS)
1-1/2 hour outage, but "the company moved quickly to placate users and restore the service".  "Most people won't bother to get their money back. It's such a small amount, and it requires more paperwork to get the credit. But an SLA is something Amazon has to offer in order for companies to consider it a true enterprise-class service" (Schonfeld 2008, Gohring 2008a)
	7
2008 Jun
Google Apps (PaaS)
[Launched Apr 2008, "aimed largely at developers rather than [production] services"]
Instability during a 15-hour period, "with a significant percentage of requests resulted in errors".  Google said that "This outage was the result of a bug in our datastore servers and was triggered by a particular class of queries" (Shankland 2008, Gohring 2008b)
	8
2008 Jul
Amazon S3 (IaaS)
"Eight hours of downtime and elevated error rates in the United States and Europe".  One high-profile victim was Twitter:  "Images, such as avatars of users, are currently not being served".  Amazon reported the problem as "an issue with the communication between several Amazon S3 internal components" (Brodkin 2008a).  The official explanation was that "internal state information had been subject to [single-bit] corruption", but that data was not subject to hash-checks and hence servers that depended on accuracy fell over, resulting in a cascade
	9
2008 Jul-Aug
Apple MobileMe (SaaS)
[Launched Jul 2008]
Apple’s new MobileMe web service experienced post-launch downtime, including incoming and outgoing mail-server outages.  "1% of our members" (c. 20,000 people) were out for a full week.  Some lost their mail during that period. "To recognize our users’ patience, we are giving every MobileMe subscriber as of today a free 60 day extension. This is in addition to the one month extension most subscribers have already received" (Krigsman 2008a, Cnet 2008, Dignan 2008, Abell 2008)
	10
2008 Aug
Gmail (SaaS)
[Launched 2004]
A couple of hours outage due to “a temporary outage in our contacts system that was preventing Gmail from loading properly”.  But "This is becoming an unhappy habit", "Where’s the offline synchronization capability?".  "Use the SMTP capability that Gmail provides to keep a local copy of your email inbox" (Krigsman 2008b)
11
2008 Aug
XCalibre Flexiscale, UK (IaaS)
[Launched Oct 2007]
"An XCalibre engineer accidentally deleted one of FlexiScale's main storage volumes".  Because "we didn't have spare capacity on the platform to create a complete duplicate", "a vast majority" of customers had no service for at least 2 days (Metz 2008a)
	12
2008 Aug
Gmail (SaaS)
A "temporary outage in the contacts system used by Gmail ... prevented Gmail from loading properly" and caused a couple of hours' failed and intermittent access for many users. "We don't usually post about problems like this on our blog, but we wanted to make an exception in this case since so many people were impacted" (Needleman 2008)
	13
2008 Oct
XCalibre Flexiscale, UK (IaaS)
[Since re-named Flexiant]
The service suffered "a near simultaneous switch failure" in the switches that connect the storage to the processing nodes, causing another day's outage.  Remediation of the architecture to prevent recurrence took until May 2009 (Metz 2008b, Metz 2009a)
	14
2008 Oct
Gmail (SaaS)
Some users' email was out of action for more than a day. "Google is keeping schtum on what exactly happened".  That made 5 instances in 4 months (Fiveash 2008, Raphael 2009)
	15
2009 Jan
Salesforce (SaaS)
A core network device failed, due to "memory allocation errors".  The fallback plan, which was supposed to trigger a cut-over to a redundant system, also failed.  This resulted in "an outage that locked more than 900,000 subscribers out of crucial applications and data needed to transact business with customers ... for the better part of an hour, beginning around noon California time.  Even the company's highly touted public health dashboard was also out of commission".   (Goodin 2009, Wailgum 2009)
	16
2009 Feb-Mar
Google Gmail (SaaS)
Some of Google's data centres in Europe failed to cope with a routine maintenance event, resulting in a 3-hour outage for many users.  "Unexpected side effects of some new code that tries to keep data geographically close to its owner caused another data centre in Europe to become overloaded, and that caused cascading problems from one data center to another".  "Premier Edition Google Apps customers [who pay US$50 per user p.a.] have been promised at least 99.9 per cent Gmail uptime [max. 40-45 minutes of downtime per month]".  Google offered paying customers 15 days free credit.  A further outage occurred in March (Fiveash 2009a, 2009b, Raphael 2009, Fiveash 2009c)
	17
2009 Mar
Microsoft Azure (PaaS)
[Launch date unclear, variously Oct 2008, Nov 2009 and Jan 2010]
"Networking issues ... caused a large number of servers to time out and fail" and hence "Azure went dark for a period of 22 hours on Friday and Saturday, leaving a "large number of deployments" slow to start or restart, or simply hanging in 'stopped' or 'initializing' states" (Clarke 2009)
	18
2009 Jun
Amazon EC2 (IaaS)
"A lightning storm caused damage to a single Power Distribution Unit (PDU) in a single Availability Zone", requiring affected users to either wait for that process to come back up (several hours later) or start another process (Metz 2009a, 2009b)
	19
2009 Jul
Google App Engine (PaaS)
A 6-hour outage affecting many service-providers that depend on the infrastructure.  "The ... App Engine Status page has been down the entire time as a result of the problems, so people are going there for updates and seeing nothing".  No explanation of the cause appears to have been published, beyond "elevated latency and error-rates for Datastore reads" (Siegler 2009a, Metz 2009c)
	20
2009 Jul
XCalibre / Flexiant / Flexiscale, UK (IaaS)
Successive power failures resulted in 1-2 hours of outages
	21
2009 Jul
Rackspace (IaaS)
"A power failure ... ��eventually tripped up its backup system".  8 days later, "a power outage interrupted service at [its Dallas data center].  "The company serviced its UPS units and generators after the incident".  "This time however, Rackspace was able to get things up and running fairly quickly, and more importantly, communicated well through its blog and Twitter throughout the downtime".  The terms of contract required the company to pay "between $2.5 million and $3.5 million in service credits" (Brodkin 2009a, Toto 2009)
	22
2009 Sep
Gmail (SaaS)
A short outage occurred (Bradley 2009)
23
2009 Oct
BitBucket, caused by Amazon EC2 (PaaS)
"Web-based code hosting service Bitbucket experienced more than 19 hours of downtime over the weekend after an apparent DDoS attack on the sky-high compute infrastructure it rents from Amazon.com ... Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)  ...  We were attacked. Bigtime.  [In three waves].  We had a massive flood of UDP [User Datagram Protocol] packets coming in to our IP, basically eating away all bandwidth to the box,... the second attack used a flood of TCP SYN connection requests" (Metz 2009d)
	24
2009 Oct
Microsoft Danger T-Mobile / Sidekick (SaaS)
Microsoft "inherited rather than overhauled the Danger tech", and as a result of an unspecified failure, "personal information stored on your device — such as contacts, calendar entries, to-do lists or photos — that is no longer on your Sidekick almost certainly has been lost as a result of a server failure at Microsoft/Danger".  Partial recovery may have been achieved 3 weeks later.  T-Mobile offered Sidekick users "who suffered a “significant and permanent” loss of personal data a $100 'customer appreciation' voucher".  "One of the biggest cloud-computing disasters so far"  (Malik 2009, Kingsley-Hughes 2009, Fiveash 2009d, 2009e, 2009f, 2009g)
25
2009 Oct
Gmail (SaaS)
Outages on Halloween meant that some users were unable to access the service for over 24 hours (Athow 2010)
26
2009 Oct
SwissDisk (SaaS)
[Established 2004]
This is an encrypted backup service, using "in-house developed SDrive technology", accessed over the Web.  "An unplanned and unforeseen catastrophic hardware failure caused by multiple simultaneous events the engineering staff was unable to restore the SwissDisk file server to it's previous status".  The provider's own data appears to have been lost as well, because all customers were required to re-register.  Customers with paid accounts were offered "6 months free service with double the secure storage space" (Mellor 2009)
27
2009 Nov
Rackspace (IaaS)
During maintenance work on a UPS cluster that was meant to solve the problems that caused the outages in July, "a short occurred and caused us to lose the PDUs [power distribution units] behind this cluster".  This "forced a hard re-boot to occur on a portion of our cloud infrastructure. We [then] experienced several unforeseen hardware failures [and] internal DNS issues, which caused additional delays".  The 5-minute power outage and the cascade of resulting problems caused degraded performance and "intermittent issues" for "several thousand customers" of "up to a few hours" (Brodkin 2009b, 2009c)
28
2009 Dec
Rackspace (IaaS)
"Another failure, which apparently originated in the company’s Dallas-area server farm. But unlike previous times, this does not appear to be a power issue".  "Until they can prove to be more reliable, we’ve decided to get a backup version of TechCrunch up and running at another datacenter, for when someone inevitably trips over a power cord at the Dallas Rackspace center again" (Siegler 2009b)
29
2010 Jan-Feb
Microsoft Live (SaaS)
“Due to the failure of one server, Windows Live ID logins were failing for some customers, and this increased the load on our remaining servers".  Although the underlying cause was corrected "in less than an hour", a logjam had developed (Kolakowski 2010)
30
2010 Feb
EMC Atmos Online (IaaS)
[Launched May 2009, but apparently still in beta]
Due to "maintenance issues", the service was unavailable for some unknown period of time (Hickey 2010)
31
2010 May
Microsoft Live / Hotmail (SaaS)
The Windows Live Solutions Center was offline for several hours because of a "temporary server issue" that "intermittently prevented some consumers from accessing content on the site".  However it also prevented users from reporting the problem (Clarke 2010)
32
2010 Jun
Intuit (SaaS)
A 40-hour outage resulted from "an accident", apparently relating to power supply, that "occurred during routine maintenance and affected both our primary and backup systems".  This appears to have affected all of the company's 300,000 customers that tried to access its multiple cloud-based SME accounting services during the outage.  Many businesses are dependent on the services for payments processing during the business day.  An Intuit spokeswoman said the company was "looking into restitution" for small businesses affected by the outage (Hachman 2010, Farrell 2010, Whiting 2010)
33
2010-Aug-Sep
Microsoft BPOS (SaaS)
Due to "proactive efforts to upgrade to next generation network infrastructure", some customers were "unable to access some of Microsoft’s Business Productivity Online Suite and other cloud services" for 2 hours during prime business hours.  A similar problem occurred on two separate occasions a couple of weeks later  BPOS costs US$10 per user p.mo. (Fiveash 2010a, Fiveash 2010b, Tung 2010)
34
2010 Dec
drop.io (SaaS)
[Launched 2007]
After acquisition by Facebook, file-sharing service drop.io stated in its blog on 29 October  that it was winding down the service.  It left a maximum of 6 weeks for users to rescue their files:  "Please download your information before Dec. 15 – we plan to delete it after that time ... we’ll send out e-mails to everyone to remind them about the service closing"
35
2010 Dec
Microsoft Hotmail (SaaS)
[Launched 1996, acquired by Microsoft 1997]
17,355 users lost their messages, in some cases archives of thousands of messages accumulated over a 10-year period.  Microsoft claimed that they were restored 4 days later, but the user community expressed some doubts about the statement's veracity (Neal 2011)
36
2011 Feb
Gmail (SaaS)
"An errant software update [deleted] all online copies of [the emails of] 0.02% of the Gmail user-base", i.e. perhaps 35,000 people.  Incoming email for those people was also bounced for 20 hours.  Some proportion of the deleted holdings (and possibly most of it) was rescued back from magnetic tape backups between 24 and 48 hours later.  The explanation that the company posted blamed the problem on "a storage software update that introduced the unexpected bug" (Gaudin 2011, Jennings 2011)
37
2011 Apr
Amazon EBS (IaaS)
[At this stage, the largest IaaS provider]
A "network event" caused the Amazon EBS storage service to "re-mirror" a large number of EBS volumes, which used up the available storage space.  Many Web 2.0 services that depended on EC2 processing, which in turn depended on EBS storage, were off the air.  The problem broke through the 'availability zone' protections that Amazon had claimed guarded against outages in any one zone, and then snowballed from the US East Coast to Europe.  The outage affected hundreds of thousands of processes.  EC2 was unavailable for at least 12 hours, EBS was out for 80 hours, some customers were deleteriously affected for a week, and a few databases were unable to be recovered.
"Amazon's huge EC2 cloud services crash permanently destroyed some data" (Blodget 2011).
"Because Amazon’s reliability has been incredible, many users were not well-prepared, leading to widespread outages".  The SLAs that warranted 99.95% uptime (max. 4.5 hours p.a. downtime) were carefully worded to refer to EC2 not EBS, and hence did not apply.  The company accordingly provided very little compensation, merely extending 10 days of credit, and only to customers who were using data stores in the portion of the service where the problem originated.
Amazon’s communication was severely criticised: "The status updates were far too vague to be of much use and there was no background information whatsoever".
It took 9 days before a full explanation was published:  "Engineers attempted to upgrade network capacity in a single 'availability zone' in the service's East Region and network traffic was shifted to the wrong router", which had insuffiicient capacity.  "Many EBS nodes could not connect to their replicas, and they started searching for free space where they could re-mirror their data.  With so many volumes affected, not all could find available space.  Because the issue affected such a large number of volumes concurrently, the free capacity of the EBS cluster was quickly exhausted, leaving many of the nodes 'stuck' in a loop, continuously searching the cluster for free space".
Various commentators characterised the incident as the "worst outage in cloud computing history" ... "ends cloud innocence", and "Welcome to the new world of cloud computing. You'll need multiple cloud providers" (TR 2011, Metz 2011a, 2011b, Leong 2011, Dignan 2011, Metz 2011c, 2011d, 2011e, Winterford 2011a, 2011b)
The Australian Government's Information Management Office (CIO) had finalised a strategy  document in April 2011, which identified "a possible loss of control of data stored in the cloud, and the possibility of a data breach in the public cloud".  It defended against criticisms that it was overly conservative by pointing to this case only 1 month later (Hopewell 2011a).
38
2011 Apr-May
Heroku, caused by Amazon EC2 (PaaS)
[Launched 2007, now owned by Salesforce]
Heroku was taken out by the Amazon EC2 and EBS failure.  "Most applications were back online within 16 hours" but some apps "experienced up to 60 hours of operational downtime. Code deploys were unavailable across some parts of the platform for almost 76 hours - over three days".  "For the first several hours of the outage, we tried shutting down misbehaving instances and replacing them with new ones. This is our standard handling of EC2 issues of this nature ... Historically, the best move for us in these incidents is to do our best to keep things running (killing unhealthy instances, etc.) and wait for AWS to resolve things. Rarely has that taken more than an hour or two".
39
2011 Apr
VMWare Cloud Foundry, UK (PaaS)
[Launched April 2011]
This beta-release suffered outages of a few hours on successive days soon after launch.  One was caused by "a power outage in the supply for a storage cabinet", and the other by "touching a keyboard" while "developing an early detection plan to prevent the kind of problem that hit the service the previous day" (Brodkin 2011a)
40
2011 May
Microsoft Office Live / BPOS (SaaS)
Microsoft 's "soon-to-be retired Office Live product has been struggling to serve up accounts and websites for its small business customers for the best part of a week".  The cause was ascribed to “malformed email traffic”.  This resulted in "a backlog of 1.5 million emails" on the cloudsourced  Exchange servers.  "Customers took to Microsoft’s support forum to express outrage at the continued disruptions and lack of information, including one who claimed that since switching from in-house Exchange to BPOS that it now paid more but had less reliability" (Fiveash 2011, Tung 2011a)
41
2011 May
Google Docs, Blogger (SaaS)
[Launched 2003]
"Data corruption" during the rollout of a maintenance release locked customers out of their accounts for 50 hours.  Google uses the service for its own blogs, so they were out-of-action as well.  There were interruptions of a few hours on Google Docs as well (Bott 2011)
42
2011 Jun-Jul
Microsoft BPOS (SaaS)
“Network connectivity issues” caused 3 hours' intermittent service on email Exchange servers, until "hardware components" were replaced.  As it approached retirement, BPOS was described as "a dedicated host service as opposed to a true, distributed cloud service that offers greater resiliency in the event of a hardware failure" (Tung 2011b).  In July, a further problem caused 2 hours' outage, including of the 'Dashboard' (Miller 2011b)
43
2011 Aug
Amazon EC2/EBS (IaaS)
Amazon initially stated that "lightning struck a transformer near its [Dublin] data center, causing an explosion and fire that knocked out utility service and left it unable to start its generators, resulting in a total power outage".  The electricity provider later said the cause was not lightning but "equipment failure" in a transformer, which resulted in "a one-second voltage dip".  Amazon said that the UPS failed because "fluctuations in the incoming utility power interfered with its automated systems to start backup generators once the power failed".  Recovery took 24-48 hours.  Some data was irretrievably lost (Miller 2011a, 2011b, Clark 2011, Tung 2011d)
44
2011 Aug
Microsoft BPOS (SaaS)
The same Dublin electricity outage took out Microsoft's BPOS service for some hours.  MS offered customers a 25 percent credit on the month's bill (Miller 2011a, 2011b, Hickey 2011a)
45
2011 Jul-Aug
Microsoft Office 365 (SaaS)
[Launched Jul 2011 for new customers, with cutover of BPOS customers having to be delayed]
Manual migrations from BPOS to Office 365 encountered difficulties (Tung 2011c).
A “networking interruption” and/or "a site configuration issue" took out Microsoft's Office-on-a-cloud and its CRM competitor to Salesforce.  It offered customers a 25 percent credit on the month's bill (delayed by 3 months).  (Foley 2011, Hickey 2011c)
46
2011 Aug
Ninefold, Australia (IaaS)
"The cloud management platform is not recognising some of these starting and is attempting to restart them", resulting in service interruptions.  A proportion of customers were affected for in excess of 1 week (Hopewell 2011)
47
2011 Sep
Google Docs (SaaS)
For about an hour, the services were "simply not responding before an error page finally surfaced  ...  Quick take: No matter how brief this outage, this is likely to be a major blow to the growth of cloud computing, as it reminds IT managers of the danger of relying on a unified product to serve all a company's users. With traditional installed software and local storage, it's almost impossible for a single outage, outside of a bad operating system upgrade, to affect an entire workforce at once." (Needleman 2011).
Google's explanation 2 days after the event was that "we had an outage that lasted one hour and meant that document lists, documents, drawings and Apps Scripts were inaccessible for the majority of our users.  [It was] caused by a change designed to improve real time collaboration within the document list. Unfortunately this change exposed a memory management bug which was only evident under heavy usage [and which caused processes] to eventually run out of memory and restart".   "Our automated monitoring ... alerted us 60 seconds later ...  The engineering teams ... started rolling [the feature change] back 23 minutes after the first alert.  In parallel, we doubled the capacity of the lookup service to mitigate the impact of the memory management bug.  The rollback completed 24 minutes later, and 5 minutes after that the outage was effectively over" (Google 2011).
48
2011 Sep
Google Apps (PaaS)
The event described above affected not only gratis consumer services but also paid services for corporations, governments and universities.
49
2011 Sep
Microsoft Office365, Windows Live, Hotmail, SkyDrive (SaaS)
The services suffered "a major outage that impacted cloud services including Office365 and Windows Live webmail worldwide", which lasted 3-4 hours (Tay & Crozier 2011), although some reports suggested a longer period for some users.  In Australia, at least 5 universities had switched all staff and students from desktop to cloudsourced office services at this stage, and none had any services at their disposal.  "Microsoft’s status portal also went offline during the outage" (Brodkin 2011b).
Successive explanations were provided and withdrawn, culminating after 20 hours in the rather unclear statement that "a Domain Name Service (DNS) problem [caused] service degradation for multiple cloud-based services. A tool that helps balance network traffic was being updated, and for a currently unknown reason, the update did not work correctly. As a result, the [DNS] configuration was corrupted, which caused service disruption" (Brodkin 2011b, Winterford 2011c).  After 12 days, this was supplemented with "the load balancing tool was unable to parse an incorrectly constructed line in the updated configuration file" (Microsoft 2011).























